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increased starting torque. But until now, not lower cost. What does it take to retrofit a starter to your Lycoming engine? After careful study you can adapt a starter ... 
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Starters Lightweight... High Torque... By Ron Denight 11864Quam Dr. Northglenn, CO 80233 Phone 303/452-0458



HOW TO RETROFIT A STARTER .Modern lightweight gear reduction starters can offer weight reduction and increased starting torque. But until now, not lower cost. What does it take to retrofit a starter to your Lycoming engine? After careful study you can adapt a starter for the engine. With the starter mounted externally to the engine's accessory case, oil leaks are no problem. Also alignment and gear mesh are easily visible. In the past, an automobile starter, the Chrysler gear reduction unit of the '60s and 70s, was adapted to Lycoming engines during the heyday of the O-290G. This installation offered increased starting torque and low cost but not weight reduction.



122 — 2.090' *** 149 —2.140" I



Engines and Flywheels Lycoming uses two starters and ring gears on their engines. It is paramount to know which one your engine uses. The O-235, O-290 and some O-320 are equipped with a direct drive starter and a ring gear with 122 teeth. This ring gear is a No. 10 pitch (larger tooth size). The O-320 (later models), O-360 and O-540 are equipped with a gear reduction starter and a ring gear with 149 teeth; this ring gear is a No. 12 pitch (smaller tooth size). With this information on your engine you can proceed to select a starter. For the selection of the starter, a sample of an old ring gear is very helpful. The selection of the starter should consider the ring gear, the direction of rotation, weight, cranking torque, and ease of mounting on the engine. 68 MARCH 1991



Note: All top dimensions taken from inside face Note: Remove only enough of the radius to mount starter 2.915"-0 +.003" dia. hole 0 — 1 Locate 2 each 7/16" hole from starter after fit up



on your engine installation Note: When triming off excess leave full 5" width at corner Note: Pending upon your material a rear support may be required



Note: Angle must be correct at 90° before machine work start



Aluminum Extrusion 5" x 5" x 5/16" Alloy 2024 or 6061



reduction starter. It weighs about 11.0 Ibs. and is a very good starter to use. II is rated at 1.4 KW. The Toyota 20R starter I recommend is the Toyota P/N 28100-34052 or P/N 28100-34053. Two starters are made for the Toyota 22R engine. The 1.0 KW starter (which is too small), but the 1.4 KW starter, which weighs about 9.7 Ibs., is a good one for our purpose. The Toyota 22R starter I recommend is the Toyota P/N 28100-35020 or P/N 28100-35040. RE-



MEMBER: Your satisfaction and reliability of operation depends upon the quality of the starter that you buy. Mounting Starter



Toyota 20R starter and bracket mounted on a Lycoming O-235 with crossover exhaust system. Note that the position of the starter is 6 inches below the Lycoming mounting pad.



The Toyota 20R and 22R I chose these starters for the following reasons: no modification necessary to the starter, ease of mounting, readily available at low cost, high cranking torque. This starter is stocked with the 10 pitch course gear (9 tooth) for the 122 tooth ring gear. The starter is made by Nippon Denso. They make starters for many other firms, such as Chrysler and the K car with 2.6 liter engine. The 2.6 engine has the 12 pitch fine gear (11 tooth). Therefore, we have one starter for all engines, just change the gear. This K car gear is not available from Chrysler, but larger starter repair shops should have them.



In mounting the starter to the engine, bolt it up securely and pull the starter gear out to mesh the flywheel. It must engage freely without drag. Note: checking the gear mesh must be done before power is applied. Make certain the mags are off, also. If you shim the



engines with forward mounted throttle body due to interference problems. Buying Your Toyota 20R/22R Starter Toyota produced four starters for what they referred to as the 20R or the later 22R engine. The adapter bracket shown here is for these starters. Of the four, two are for the 20R engine. The first is a direct drive (you don't want this starter); the second is a very nice gear



The Bracket This starter was mounted with a simple right angle aluminum extrusion 5" x 5" x 5/16" as shown in the drawing. The dimensions were established directly from the Lycoming direct drive starter it replaced in order to place the drive gear mesh exactly where Lycoming has it. Note the starred dimension in the drawing: this is to set the proper gear mesh for the 122 and 149 tooth ring gears. This simple right angle bracket will fit only the flywheels with a 7-1/2" alternator/generator pulley. The flywheels with the larger 9-3/4" pulley will interfere with the bracket. I have an investment casting which cures this problem. If you make your bracket from an aluminum extrusion, it may not be a true 90 degree angle. This must be corrected in a hydraulic press before machine work can begin. Note: Neither of the brackets will work on IO-360-A1A



Investment casting bracket with Toyota 20R starter mounted. Note the relief for the 9-3/4 inch alternator/generator pulley. SPORT AVIATION 69



Chevrolet Blazer starter mounted on a 160 hp Lycoming in a Thorp T-18. Note the mounting bolt position . . . GM mounts their starter to the engine block. The driver gear is enclosed.



bracket do not use washers; use sheet aluminum of the desired thickness. If you are using a Bendix mag switch with the key start position, I strongly advise that you retain the present relay type starter solenoid. Reason: the solenoid on all of the lightweight starters draw 25 amps while engaging the starter to the flywheel and your mag switch cannot handle this for a long time; it will fail. When you retain the original starter relay, you must make a jumper wire with a 5/16" ringlug, a 2" length of No. 14 wire connected to a push-on wire connector to the terminal adjacent to the input terminal of the starter. It is best to get the Toyota wire with the correct retainer clip. While we are on the subject of Bendix mag switches . . . on installations with key start switch: 1. If you have two impulse mags, the simple twist to start switch is fine. 2. If you have one impulse mag (left only), then the simple twist to start is not recommended. As on a start-give up, with a turning engine you now activate the advanced right mag. This may



cause a back fire and starter/flywheel damage. Solution: use the Bendix twist and push to start switch, then the above situation can be prevented. 70 MARCH 1991



1988-1990 Chevrolet Blazer Starter



The 1988-90 Chevrolet Blazer 4.3 liter V6 starter is a gear reduction unit with a permanent magnet field . . . the lightest and most powerful unit I've seen. This GM product is a No. 12 pitch drive gear that will fit the larger Lycoming engines. It bears Part No. 10465009 and is presently only available through GM dealers at about $280, including core charge and two 14037732 bolts. This price has increased over the past year, and this is the reason I have stopped further work on this starter. I have three flying on a 150, 160 and 200



hp engine.



This starter will mount on a Lycoming



engine with the adapter bracket shown in the photo with one minor modification. This adapter bracket is a welded 4130 steel unit. If you make this I suggest heliarc welding and careful fitting and tack welding to acquire a



proper fit and gear mesh between star-



ter and ring gear. I will not supply any



bracket for this starter.



This starter uses the same type of



solenoid as the Toyota so you must protect your mag switch. Refer to the



paragraphs for the mag switch and the starter solenoid. Additional Starters



In the 1960s and 1970s Chrysler and



GM made many high torque starters for



their engines. They may not be lightweight but you might like the price. If your airplane is tail heavy, then a lightweight starter is not for you anyway. Newer lightweight starters are appearing every year in the industry. Conclusion



The purpose of this article is to show the many options available in starters. I have had my airplane at Oshkosh two years with the Toyota starter and, wouldn't you know, two gentlemen walked over in 1989 and said, "I hear you have a neat starter." "Yes," I replied . . . and they wanted to show me theirs. Score one for Nissan 280Z and one for Toyota Tercel. So with some shopping and ingenuity you can have the starter you've been looking for. I can



supply the bracket for $125 and the No.



12 pitch drive gear for $20. As seen in the drawing, I do change the bracket for the 122 or 149 tooth



flywheels, due to the difference in pitch dimension. ^pP''
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Starters... Lightweight... High Torque - Insanitize.com 

High Torque... By Ron Denight. 11864Quam Dr. ... Toyota 20R starter and bracket mounted on a Lycoming O-235 with crossover exhaust system. Note that the ...
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Our Starters 

Whole leek, Mimosa style in memory of my childhood. Salade de quinoa noir, mélanges de fruits frais et légumes grillés aux amandes,. 90. Vinaigrette citron vert.
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Our Starters 

Black and white quinoa salad with grilled vegetables, fresh fruits, avocado, almond and lime dressing. Le poireau entier faÃ§on mimosa, souvenir de mon ...
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snacks starters 

Wild venison tournedos â€“ roasted peach â€“ brussel sprout, cabbage, spÃ¤tzle dough, beef bacon - cranberry sauce â€“ 240.Aed. La demie volaille fermier aux ...
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ce starters 
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Torque Wrenches 

stores such as Sears (Craftsman) and Home Depot. (Husky) and on the weh from tool sellers such as Snap-. On (www.snapon.com), Avery Tools (www.avery.
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differential Lindblad torque 

spiral density waves). Gas density perturbed by a 10 Earth-mass planet ... 3D ideal MHD global simulations with NIRVANA and RAMSES codes . No vertical stratification ... midplane density x. II - Disc model with a power-law density profile.
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torque specification - Cap'n Hector 

500. 36. Axle hub x Drive shaft. 216. 2,200. 159. Lower suspension arm x Steering knuckle. 98. 1,000. 72. Steering knuckle x Dust cover. 8.3. 85. 74 in.Â·lbf.
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Kelly Aerospace Lycoming Starters, Kelly Aerospace X-drive Starters 

There is no longer a need to replace overload devices (shear pins) after a ... MZ-4218. MHB-4010. MZ-4219. MHB-4012. MZ-4221. MHB-4013. MZ-4224. MHB- ...
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DoC DOL SD Starters 
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starters eggs dish desserts 

Brunch - Le DÃ´me du Marais - Restaurant Marais Paris www.ledomedumarais.fr/brunch-le-dome-du-marais-restaurant-marais-paris/?lang=en. 2/2. FORMULAS.
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Starters Main salad 

Des raviolis farcis de betterave, de basilic et de pecorino servis avec une fusée et parmesan. Chips with mayonnaise. 3. Extra bread with homemade dip. 3.5.
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STARTERS LES ENTRÃ‰ES 

REVUELTO LUCIO (con setas, ajetes y, gambas). 15,00. SOULTÃ‰ED OF VEGETABLES "LUCIO" (prawns, mushrooms and fresh garlic). SAUTÃ‰ DE LÃ‰GUMES ...
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Cold starters - Restaurant punjabi 

Pain à pâle levée. fourrèc de fromage . ... Pain àpâte levée. fourré aux oignons et coriandre . ... Pain à pâte levée aux fruits secs, noix de ca_|ùn4Üü €.
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starters desserts main courses 

Jelly fish,. Japanese plum dressing. FRIED VANILLA ICE CREAM. With Oreo crumbles. MATCHA CRÈME BRÛLÉE. À. VO. S PAPILLES, PRÊTS, SAVOURE. Z.
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starters dessert main courses 

PIZZA CALABRESE. Tomato sauce, fior di latte, spicy salami, black olives and peppers. CHEESE TORTELLINI. Cream sauce, pancetta, mushrooms and veal stock. ATLANTIC GRILLED SALMON. Lentils, grilled green asparagus, fennel salad, cucumber and dill. GRIL
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starters fish & shellfish 

Seabass Filet, Shellfish Mariniere Style, Watercress. PAVE DE SAUMON GRILLE, SAUCE BEARNAISE (S) (D). GRILL FRESH SALMON, BEARNAISE SAUCE.
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STARTERS MAIN COURSES DESSERTS 

27 oct. 2015 - Fillet de Porc et Langue Gratin Dauphinois et Poireaux (P). Pork fillet and tongue, gratin and dauphinois with leeks. R130. Pithvier aux Epinard ...
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Kelly Aerospace Lycoming Starters, Kelly Aerospace X-drive Starters 

LG. EP. CS. IN. EL. AV. TO. PS. BV. Immune to Kick-Back Damage. There is no longer a need to replace overload devices (shear pins) after a kick-back event.
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Handy Torque Limits Reference 

HINTS FOR HOMEBUILDERS. NO MATTER WHAT TYPE of homebuilt proj- ect you're working on, you're going to run into many different types of fasteners.
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Is It Really Torque? 

No matter what they call it most pilots correctly use the rudder to counteract it. Right away, this should be a clue that the trouble is not in the rolling plane at all!
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The Whatley Torque Stand 

Jan 12, 1982 - P.O. Box 474. Allendale, SC 29810 ... built at low cost from readily avail- able materials. ... business letter size envelope. The self-addressed ...
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Spin-torque building blocks 

Dec 17, 2013 - provides an efficient tool to manipulate â€” precisely, rapidly and at low energy cost ...... arrays of interacting harmonic spin-torque nano-oscillators110 ,111. ... performed before the first hybrid spintronic/CMOS hardware pro-.
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Spin torque memristor 

1.2 mA. 1.0 mA. Powe r den sity (nW/GHz/mA. 2. ) frequency (GHz). 0.8 mA. Precessionnal state. Spin Transfer Nano-Oscillators. 6. H > H c. STT. H. P. AP. E ...
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